The inorganic property (I) and organic property (O) values of general organic groups are re-proposed here. Both I and O values of drug and biological molecules or groups can be calculated based on their common group values. The calculation can be performed easily on-line through JavaScript. Similar calculation can be done for the drug and biological molecular group electronegativity (X) according to the author's published paper. The calculation of lipophilicity (π π or logP) parameter of (macro)molecules (like proteins) can also be performed on-line through JavaScript. Two equations expressed with I and O are provided here to define the hydrophobicity of each amino acid. The correlations of inorganic property and organic property values with other parameters are also discussed. These calculated parameters combined with other parameters can be used for QSAR studies in some drug molecules.
. Six main types of molecular descriptors were introduced: constitutional, geometrical, topological, electrostatic, quantum-chemical, and thermodynamic descriptors, the calculations of these descriptors using different packages were introduced by Katritzky and coworkers [1] . Inorganic property and organic property values [6, 7] , and group electronegativity [8] were also calculated solely on the basis of intrinsic structural information of the molecular species under consideration. Obviously the group electronegativity belongs to the electrostatic descriptors, and reflects the characteristics of the partial charge of the group. According to the author's previous work [8] , group electronegativity is highly correlated with proton chemical shift in R-H molecules (R is the group). The calculation of inorganic property and organic property values of organic molecules as well as group electronegativity were calculated through JavaScript [9] , which is a powerful language used in the Internet [10] . Other parameters (like π or logP value) can also be calculated through JavaScript. The correlation of inorganic property and organic property values of organic molecules or groups with other parameters are analyzed here. The usage of these descriptors in QSAR studies of some drugs is also discussed.
Calculation
Before introducing the calculation of inorganic property and organic property values and group's electronegativity using JavaScript, the author first gives a simple example: It is common for chemists to calculate the molecular weight of organic or biological molecules (amino acids or nucleic acids). The common atoms in organic or biological molecules are carbon (C), hydrogen (H), oxygen (O), nitrogen (N), sulfur (S), phosphorus (P), and others (like chloride (Cl), fluoride (F), bromide (Br), water (W or w) etc.). To calculate the molecular weight of organic or biological molecules using JavaScript, the users only need to input the type of atoms (either lower case or upper case for the first symbol of atoms, such as: for chloride, input "Cl" or "cl"; for carbon, input "C" or "c") and the numbers of the atoms. There are a total of six rows to input a maximum of six types of atoms in one calculation, which are sufficient for common organic or biological molecules. The molecular weight of some metal organic molecules can also be calculated (for iron, input "Fe" or "fe" in one of the six rows; for cobalt, input "Co" or "co"). The molecular weight calculation is shown at the URL of http://www.unibas.ch/mdpi/ecsoc/e0002/mwcalcf.htm. The calculation for logP is similar to that for molecular weight, the symbols of groups can be obtained from the references [11, 12] , and the appendix or the source codes. Modification of the symbols can be done by the readers at their own convenience. For large and complicated groups of organic and drug molecules, the structure of the groups can be shown on screen, and the numbers of groups are needed to input from the user to calculate the organic or inorganic property values of the groups. Both the numbers of sub-groups or atoms and the values of their electronegativity are needed to calculate the electronegativity of large groups. Other parameters can also be calculated using JavaScript, in a similar way to the calculation of logP. 
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Results
The inorganic property and organic property values of common organic or biological molecule groups are listed in Table 1 . The author calculated the inorganic and organic property values of 50 common groups, and analyzed their correlation with other parameters, lipophilicity (π π), polar constant (F), molar refractivity (Mr), resonance constant (R), Hammett meta constant (σ m ), and para constant (σ p ). All the parameters can be seen in Table 2 , and the correlations among them can be seen in Table  3 . A plot of inorganic property value versus organic property value of molecule groups is shown in Figure 1 . It is clear that two sets of molecule groups can be divided: one set is the hydrophobic molecule groups with π π (pi) > 0.1, the other set is the hydrophilic molecule groups with π π (pi) < 0.1.
From Table 3 , it is shown that there are high correlations among π π and I or O (see the equations below), and between Mr and O (r = 0.837). It is also shown that F has high correlation with σ m and σ p ; σ p has high correlation with R and σ m ; X has some correlation with F (r = 0.637); F, R, σ m , σ p , and X have less correlation with I or O (see Table 3 ). Ring (non aromatic single ring)
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Applications
Like logP, most hydrophobicity scales described in reference [12] are highly correlated with inorganic property and organic property values of the twenty amino acids. So, the hydrophobic scale can also be defined by I and O values. Two equations can be obtained: H1 = I/O -3, if H1 < 0, the amino acid is hydrophobic, otherwise hydrophilic; H2 = I -O -160, if H2 < 0, the amino acid is hydrophobic, otherwise hydrophilic.
http://www.unibas.ch/mdpi/ecsoc/e0002/aa_io.htm A plot of O vs I can be seen from Figure 2 . As shown in Figure 1 , two sets of amino acids can be seen; one set is more hydrophilic with π < 0.0, the other set is more hydrophobic with π > 0.0.
Figure 2. Organic property value versus inorganic property value of amino acids.
A new group electronegativity scale has been proposed in the reference [8] , and its comparison with other scales of group electronegativity has been discussed. The application of group electronegativity, inorganic property and organic property values of drug molecules have been successfully used in QSAR studies of some drug molecules [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . To further test the usefulness of group electronegativity, inorganic property and organic property values, the common data set used in recent published papers was selected and tested (the detail data set and descriptions can be seen in literature [18, 19] ). Maddalena and Johnston [18] used ten final descriptors out of 6×7 = 42 descriptors (π7, Mr1, Mr2, Mr6, F7, F2, R1, σ m 3, σ p 8, µ1), found that using artificial neural network methods which gave a high value of correlation coefficients for both training (0.938) and cross-validation (0.896) to perform similar study. Sung-Sau So and Martin Karplus [19] used six descriptors ( π7, F7, Mr1, σ m 2, π6, Mr8), which gave QSAR results as good or even better than those calculated using higher dimensions by genetic QSAR neural networks [20] . The author does not focus on the methods for QSARs, but focuses on the parameters proposed here. The electronegativity for each of six groups was calculated, as well as the sum of the inorganic property and organic property values, and the sum of the lipophilicity (π) value. The thirteen parameters used in the references [18, 19] were also used here. Therefore, in total, twenty-two descriptors were used here for fifty-seven benzodiazepines QSAR studies, using the Minitab program (a common statistical program). By using forward selection method and selecting up to seven descriptors, no proposed parameters were selected, but most of them are among the best ten alternative descriptors, which means that they can be substituted for other descriptors if they are not available. By using a backward elimination method, the proposed parameters are useful in nine-descriptor-QSAR equation (see below). Table 5 gives the summary, and Figure 3 shows the plot of the correlation (r 2 ) versus number of descriptors used in the equation. 
Discussion
It is known that inorganic property and organic property values are good intrinsic descriptors, which reflect the inorganic property and organic property of the organic and biological molecules or groups. Only carbon hydrates give pure organic property values. Other organic molecules and biological molecules with nitrogen and oxygen atoms have both inorganic and organic property values. Urea (NH 2 ) 2 CO and carbon dioxide CO 2 still have organic property values of 20. An organic molecule or a biological molecule with pure inorganic property value and without organic property value has never been found. According to the inorganic property and organic property values of the common groups shown in Table 1 , it is found that most groups, even sulfur (S) or chloride (Cl), also have partial organic property values. The correlation of inorganic property and organic property values of 20 amino acids with other amino acid or residue parameters (like logP) are also extensively studied by the author. The difference between the inorganic property and organic property values, or their ratios, of the amino acids, can be used to identify which amino acids are hydrophobic or hydrophilic. Table 1 cannot cover all the possible groups (e.g. N 3 -group). The author assigns the inorganic property and organic property values of this N 3 -group as 10 and 50, respectively. The advantage of using group electronegativity is that all the group electronegativities can be calculated.
The usage of inorganic property and organic property values of drug and biological molecules is that they can replace the π or Mr descriptors, which may be useful in some QSAR studies [21] . The group electronegativity can provide an additional descriptor for each variable group in the drug molecules (for example, in benzodiazepine/GABA A receptors, there are six variable groups (R 7 , R 1 , R 2' , R 6' , R 3 , R 8 ), and these six group electronegativities X i can be used as additional descriptors for QSAR studies).
Conclusions
The inorganic and organic property values reflect the inorganic and organic properties of the organic or biological molecules or groups, which mainly reflect the hydrophilic or hydrophobic characteristics. Group electronegativity reflects the electrostatic properties of the groups. JavaScript is an easy tool for chemists to calculate the molecular weight, inorganic property and organic property values, and the group electronegativity of organic or biological molecules, as well as other types of descriptor (like logP). The proposed descriptors are useful in QSAR studies of high-dimensional and large-number-sample systems.
Appendix
Appendix I. Hydrophobic Fragmental Constant of Groups and Amino Acid Residues
The Hydrophobic Fragmental Constant of Groups and Amino Acid Residues can be seen at the URL http://www.unibas.ch/mdpi/ecsoc/e0002/app.htm.
